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Real GDP Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is estimated to have 

decelerated to 1.3 per cent in 2019 from 2.4 per cent in 2018.  

Quarterly GDP Quarterly GDP figures show that GDP fell by 6.5 per cent, on a 

year-on-year comparison, seasonally adjusted, in the first quarter 

of 2020 from a revised decline of 1.2 per cent in the fourth 

quarter of 2019. 

Inflation Headline consumer price inflation moderated to 3.8 per cent in 

June 2020 from 4.0 per cent in May 2020. 

Inflation Forecasts The country’s overall inflation forecast for 2020 has been revised 

upwards to 3.77 per cent from 3.54 per cent forecasted in May 

2020.  

Foreign reserves Gross official reserves declined by 6.1 per cent month-on-month 

and increased by 32.8 per cent over the year to reach E6.8 billion 

at the end of June 2020, and could cover an estimated 2.9 months 

of imports of goods and services. 

Exchange rate Since the previous MPCC, the Lilangeni strengthened against major 

currencies. The Lilangeni appreciated against the dollar from a 

monthly average of E18.58 in April 2020 to E17.14 in June 2020.  

Credit Extension Credit extended to the private sector increased by 1.4 per cent 

over the month and fell by 6.3 per cent year-on-year to settle at 

E14.2 billion at the end of May 2020.  

Public Debt The country’s stock of debt stood at E23.9 billion, an equivalent of 

33.4 per cent of GDP at the end of June 2020.  

Balance of Payments The country recorded a trade surplus of E89.2 million, a turnaround 

from the trade deficit of E146.4 million registered in May 2020. 

 

 

Major Highlights 
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PART A: ECONOMIC REVIEW  

1.0 GLOBAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS       

1.1 Global Economic Outlook 

According to IMF World Economic Outlook 

(WEO) Update, June 2020, Global growth is 

projected at –4.9 per cent in 2020, 1.9 

percentage points below the April 2020 WEO 

forecast. The COVID-19 pandemic has had a 

more negative impact on activity in the first 

half of 2020 than anticipated, and the 

recovery is projected to be more gradual than 

previously forecast.  

Figure 1: Latest World Economic Outlook 
Growth Projections 2020 

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, June 2020 

In 2021 growth is projected to strengthen to 

5.4 per cent, 0.4 percentage point lower than 

the April forecast of 5.8 per cent. The COVID-

19 pandemic has dealt a major blow to the 

global economy and has the potential to 

cause the deepest global recession since 

World War II. Advanced economies as well as 

emerging market and developing economies 

have employed a wide range of large-scale 

fiscal and monetary stimulus programmes. 

The adverse impact on low-income 

households is particularly acute, jeopardizing 

the significant progress made in reducing 

extreme poverty in the world since the 1990s. 

The IMF highlights that average growth in the 

advanced economy group is projected at –8.0 

per cent in 2020, 1.9 percentage points lower 

than in the April 2020 WEO. There appears to 

have been a deeper hit to activity in the first 

half of the year than anticipated. 

Average GDP growth in emerging market and 

developing economies (EMDEs) is forecasted 

at –3.0 per cent in 2020, 2 percentage points 

below the April 2020 WEO forecast. Growth 

among low-income developing countries is 

projected at –1.0 per cent in 2020, 1.4 

percentage points below the April 2020 WEO 

forecast, although with differences across 

individual countries.  

As with the April 2020 WEO projections, there 

is a higher-than-usual degree of uncertainty 

around the latest forecast. The baseline 

projection rests on key assumptions about the 

fallout from the pandemic. In economies with 

declining infection rates, the slower recovery 

path in the updated forecast reflects 

persistent social distancing into the second 

half of 2020; greater scarring (damage to 

supply potential) from the larger-than-

anticipated hit to activity during the 
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lockdown in the first and second quarters of 

2020; and a hit to productivity as surviving 

businesses ramp up necessary workplace 

safety and hygiene practices.  

For economies struggling to control infection 

rates, a lengthier lockdown will inflict an 

additional toll on activity. Moreover, the 

forecast assumes that financial conditions, 

which have eased following the release of the 

April 2020 WEO, will remain broadly at 

current levels. 

Meanwhile, global trade is projected to 

contract by 11.9 per cent this year reflecting 

considerably weaker demand for goods and 

services, including tourism. 

(IMF.org/en/Publications/WEO, June 2020). 

1.2 Global Inflation Outlook  

According to the latest WEO Report, inflation 

projections have generally been revised 

downward, with larger cuts typically in 2020 

for advanced economies. In advanced 

economies inflation is expected to average 

1.1 per cent in 2021 following a meagre 0.3 

per cent hike in 2020. This generally reflects 

a combination of weaker activity and lower 

commodity prices, although in some cases 

partially offset by the effect of the exchange 

rate depreciation. 

In EMDEs, annual average inflation is 

expected at to be much higher compared to 

the advanced economies grouping, hiking by 

4.5 per cent in 2021 compared to 4.4 per cent 

forecast for 2020. The gradual rise in inflation 

through to 2022 is consistent with the 

projected pickup in activity. Nonetheless, the 

inflation outlook remains muted, reflecting 

expectations of persistently weak aggregate 

demand. 

1.3  Review of Global Oil Prices 

According to the OPEC Monthly Oil Market 

Report for June 2020, following an 

unprecedented and highly turbulent first half 

of 2020 due to the enormous impact of COVID-

19 on the global economy and oil market 

fundamentals, the dust is starting to settle. 

This is happening as actual data becomes 

available for a better and clearer assessment 

of the damage incurred, and the likely road 

to recovery. Available economic data for the 

first and second quarter of 2020 shows that 

the major declines in output were mostly due 

to the severe lockdown measures across the 

globe.  

The oil market was strongly supported by a 

reduction of the global crude oil surplus 

mainly due to the historic voluntary 

production adjustment agreement by OPEC 

and participating non-OPEC countries in the 

Declaration of Cooperation (DoC). The 

rebalancing process was also supported by 

declines in crude oil production in other non-

OPEC countries, specifically in North 

America. Due to reduced jet and kerosene 
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deliveries, oil demand in 2020 is expected to 

fall by 8.1 million barrels per day, the largest 

in history, before recovering by 5.7 mb/d in 

2021 (IEA Oil Market Report, 17 June 2020).  

1.4 Advanced Economies GDP Growth  

According to the US Bureau of Economic 

Analysis, the US economy shrank by an 

annualized 5 per cent in the first quarter of 

2020, in line with the previous estimate and 

ending the longest period of expansion in the 

country's history. This was the biggest drop in 

GDP since the last quarter of 2008 as a result 

of imposed lockdown measures in mid-March. 

The IMF WEO update, June 2020, shows that 

US GDP growth is projected to take a plunge 

in 2020, shrinking by 8.0 per cent before 

rebounding in 2021, growing by 4.5 per cent. 

The Eurozone economy shrank by 3.6 per cent 

quarter-on-quarter in the first three months 

of 2020, compared with preliminary 

estimates of a 3.8 per cent contraction and 

the previous quarter's 0.1 per cent growth. It 

was still the steepest contraction on record as 

a coronavirus lockdown from mid-March 

forced non-essential businesses to close and 

consumers to stay at home. Meanwhile the 

IMF projects that the Eurozone economy will 

contract by -10.2 per cent in 2020 and take a 

rebound in 2021, growing by 6.0 per cent 

(Eurostat| Trading economics, 23 June and 3 

July 2020). 

The UK's gross domestic product shrank by 2.2 

per cent in the first quarter of 2020, 

compared with a preliminary estimate of a 

2.0 per cent fall, and after recording no 

growth (0 per cent) in the last quarter of 

2019. That was the largest drop in UK GDP 

since the third quarter of 1979 as a 

coronavirus lockdown from mid-March forced 

non-essential businesses to close and 

consumers to stay at home (UK Office for 

National Statistics, 3 July 2020). 

Figure 2: Advanced Economies GDP Growth 
Trends 

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com 

According to latest data published by the 

Japanese Cabinet Office, Japan's quarterly 

GDP shrank by 0.6 per cent quarter-on-

quarter in the first quarter of 2020, compared 

with the preliminary estimate of a 0.9 per 

cent contraction and following a -1.9 per cent 

contraction in the last quarter of 2019. This 

was the first recession since 2015, as the 

COVID-19 crisis took a huge toll on activity 

and demand (Japan Cabinet Office, 23 June 

2020).  
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1.5 Advanced Economies CPI 

According to the US Bureau of Labour 

Statistics, US annual inflation rate increased 

to 0.6 per cent in June 2020 after falling to 

0.1 per cent in May 2020. This happened as 

food inflation accelerated to 4.5 per cent in 

June from 4 per cent in May, the strongest 

since December 2011. Prices also increased 

for medical care services, while smaller 

decreases were seen in the cost of gasoline. 

On a monthly basis, prices went up by 0.6 per 

cent, while core inflation remained 

unchanged at 1.2 per cent and the monthly 

rate increased to 0.2 per (US Bureau of 

Labour Statistics, 14 July 2020). 

Annual inflation rate in the Eurozone picked 

up by 0.3 per cent in June 2020 from a four-

year low of 0.1 per cent in the previous 

month, a flash estimate showed. Main upward 

pressures came from services, non-energy 

industrial goods and food, alcohol & tobacco. 

At the same time, energy prices fell at a 

softer pace. The annual core inflation, which 

excludes volatile prices of energy, food, 

alcohol & tobacco and at which the ECB 

consider in its policy decisions, is likely to 

ease to 0.8 per cent from 0.9 per cent in the 

prior month. On a monthly basis, consumer 

prices increased by 0.3 per cent, reversing a 

0.1 per cent decline in May (Eurostat, 7 July 

2020). 

The annual inflation rate in the UK edged up 

to 0.6 per cent in June 2020 from a 4-year low 

of 0.5 per cent in May and beating market 

forecasts of 0.4 per cent. Main upward 

contributions came from cost of recreation 

and culture, namely computer games and 

computer games consoles, with the 

coronavirus lockdown changing the timing of 

demand and availability of such products. The 

UK allowed non-essential shops to reopen on 

15 June 2020. Other upward pressure also 

came from cost of clothing and footwear, 

possibly reflecting how retailers cut prices 

earlier than usual this year to shift goods 

during the lockdown(UK Office for National 

Statistics). 

Figure 3: Advanced Economies CPI 

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com 

 

Consumer price inflation in Japan stood at an 

over 3-year low of 0.1 per cent year-on-year 

in May 2020, unchanged from April and in line 

with market estimates, as COVID-19 

pandemic continued to hamper consumption. 
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Meanwhile, prices fell further for transport & 

communication amid slumping oil prices. On 

a monthly basis, consumer prices were flat 

after declining to -0.2 per cent (Statistics 

Japan, 23 June 2020). 

1.6 Monetary Policy in Advanced Economies 

The US Federal Reserve left its federal funds 

rate unchanged at a range of between 0 - 0.25 

per cent on 10 June 2020 and reiterated its 

commitment to using its full range of tools to 

support the economy hit by the COVID-19 

crisis. According to minutes from the 9-10 

June 2020 meeting, FED officials indicated 

that the Bank should strengthen the guidance 

it provides to markets, saying that the US 

economic recovery from the coronavirus 

pandemic is set to be challenging and will 

take time and effort for it to rebound. 

Policymakers said that a second wave of the 

coronavirus outbreak with another round 

of  strict restrictions could drag the US 

economy deeper into recession prompting a 

jump in unemployment and renewed 

downward pressure on inflation (US FED, 23 

June 2020). 

The European Central Bank launched a new 

backstop facility on 25 June 2020 to provide 

precautionary euro repo lines1 to central 

                                                                                 
 

 

1 Euro system repo facility for central banks (EUREP) 
introduced as precautionary backstop to address 
pandemic-related euro liquidity needs outside euro area. 

banks outside the euro area in response to the 

coronavirus crisis. The Euro system repo 

facility for central banks (EUREP) will be 

available until June 2021 and will address 

possible euro liquidity needs in case of 

market dysfunction resulting from the COVID-

19 shock that might adversely impact the 

smooth transmission of ECB monetary policy. 

Figure 4: Interest Rates in Advanced Economies 

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com 

The European Central Bank left monetary 

policy unchanged at 0 per cent during its July 

meeting, as policymakers took a wait-and-see 

approach to assess the effectiveness of a 

series of unprecedented measures taken over 

the past four months to support the bloc's 

economy amid the coronavirus crisis. The ECB 

also kept deposit rate unchanged at a record 

low of -0.5 per cent. In addition, the central 

Under a repo line, the ECB provides euro liquidity to a 
foreign central bank in exchange for high-quality euro-
denominated collateral. 
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bank pledged to buy up to €1.35 trillion worth 

of debt through June 2021 under its Pandemic 

Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP) 

(European Central Bank|Trading Economics, 

16 July 2020). 

The ECB also expanded its pandemic 

emergency purchase programme (PEPP) by 

€600 billion to a total of €1.35 trillion and 

extended it to at least June 2021. 

Policymakers also said that PEPP proceeds 

will be reinvested at least until end-2022. The 

latest move aims to help mitigate the 

negative impact of COVID-19 pandemic and to 

create fiscal space for governments to 

support their economies (European Central 

bank | Trading Economics, 7 July 2020). 

The Bank of England (BOE) voted unanimously 

to maintain the key bank rate at a record low 

of 0.1 per cent on 18 June 2020, in line with 

market forecasts. Policymakers also voted by 

a majority of 8-1 to increase the target stock 

of purchased UK government bonds, financed 

by the issuance of central bank reserves, by 

an additional £100 billion, to take the total 

stock of asset purchases to £745 billion. The 

programme is expected to be complete 

around the turn of the year. The central bank 

will continue with the existing programme of 

£200 billion of UK government bond and 

sterling non-financial investment-grade 

corporate bond purchases.  

Policymakers added that the fall in global and 

UK GDP in Q2-2020 will be less severe than 

anticipated although the outlook remains 

unusually uncertain and the economy, 

especially the labour market, will therefore 

take some time to recover. The central bank 

stands ready to take further action as 

necessary to support the economy, officials 

added (Trading Economics, 23 June 2020). 

 

The Bank of Japan (BOJ) kept its key short-

term interest rate at -0.1 per cent and 

maintained long-term borrowing costs around 

zero during its June 2020 meeting. The Bank 

further increased the size of its lending 

packages for cash-strapped firms to $1 trillion 

from about $700 billion announced last month 

aimed at mitigating the negative impact of 

the pandemic. The central bank made no 

major changes to a range of programmes it 

has launched to deliver money via financial 

institutions into companies faced with 

plunging sales due to the pandemic. (Bank of 

Japan, 23 June 2020). 

 

2.0 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTH 

AFRICA       

2.1 GDP Growth                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

According to the South African Statistics Office, 

the South African economy recorded its third 

consecutive quarter of decline in the first three 

months of 2020, decreasing by 2.0 per cent, 

following a decrease of 1.4 per cent in the fourth 
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quarter of 2019. It was the steepest 

contraction since the first quarter of 2019, 

amid the initial effects of the global 

pandemic on domestic activity even before 

the implementation of the nationwide 

lockdown on 27 March 2020. Worth noting is 

that output declines were seen across half of 

the country’s sectors. 

Figure 7: South Africa GDP Growth: Q4 2017 – 
Q1 2020 
 

 

Source: www.statisticssouthafrica.com 

The two largest negative contributors to 

growth in GDP in the first quarter were the 

mining and manufacturing industries. The 

mining industry decreased by 21.5 per cent 

and contributed -1.7 percentage points to 

GDP growth. Meanwhile the manufacturing 

industry also decreased by 8.5 per cent and 

contributed -1.1 percentage points to GDP 

growth.  

The three highest positive growth rates and 

contributions to GDP growth in the first 

quarter were in agriculture (27.8 per cent and 

contributing 0.5 of a percentage point), 

finance (3.7 per cent and contributing 0.8 of 

a percentage point) and general government 

services (1.0 per cent and contributing 0.1 of 

a percentage point) (Statistics South Africa, 

30 June 2020). 

2.2 Consumer Prices 

The annual inflation rate in South Africa fell 

further to 3 per cent in April 2020 from 4.1 

per cent in March and slightly below market 

expectations of 3.1 per cent. Consumer price 

inflation thus remain comfortably within the 

Reserve Bank's target band of 3-6 per cent 

and well below the focal mid-point of 4.5 per 

cent. The recorded inflation was the lowest 

rate since June 2005, amid a decrease in 

transport prices (-3.5 per cent vs 3.4 per cent 

in March), fuels (-12.8 per cent vs 5.5 per 

cent), prompted by the COVID-19 crisis.  

In addition, there was a slowdown in costs of 

housing & utilities (4.6 per cent vs 4.8 per 

cent); alcoholic beverages & tobacco (2.3 per 

cent vs 3.7 per cent); clothing & footwear 

(1.4 per cent vs 2.3 per cent); recreation & 

culture (0.4 per cent vs 0.9 per cent) and 

restaurants & hotels (1 per cent vs 1.4 per 

cent). On a monthly basis, consumer prices 

went down by 0.5 per cent, after rising by 0.3 

per cent in March 2020, and compared with 

market consensus of a 0.4 per cent drop 

(Statistics South Africa, 30 June 2020). 
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2.3 SA Unemployment Rate 

According to Statistics South Africa, the 

unemployment rate rose to 30.1 per cent in 

the first quarter of 2020 from 29.1 per cent in 

the last quarter of 2019 and above market 

expectations of 29.7 per cent. It was the 

highest jobless rate on record since quarterly 

data became available in 2008, as the number 

of unemployed people increased by 344 000 

to an all-time high of 7.1 million. Employment 

fell by 91 000 to 16.38 million from 16.42 

million in the previous quarter. Total 

employment dropped in 7 out of the 10 

industries, with the largest declines recorded 

in the finance industry (-50 000), followed by 

community and social services (-33 000), 

agriculture (-21 000), transport (-17 000), 

manufacturing (-15 000), construction (-7 

000), and utilities (-4 000) (Statistics South 

Africa, 23 April 2020).  

2.4 Monetary Policy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

The South Africa Reserve Bank lowered its key 

repo rate by 50 basis points to 3.75 per cent 

at its May 2020 meeting, following a rate cut 

of 100 basis points that occurred in April’s 

emergency meeting. This brings down 

borrowing costs to its lowest level on record, 

amid the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Policymakers believe that monetary policy 

can ease financial conditions and improve the 

resilience of households and firms to the 

economic implications of the COVID-19 

outbreak. The Committee also relaxed 

regulatory requirements on commercial banks 

and said that it has taken important steps to 

ensure adequate liquidity in domestic 

markets (Trading Economics, 21 May 2020). 

Figure 8: SA Inflation Rate and Repo Rate; 
January 2019 – May 2020 

Source: SARB 

According to extracts from the SARB Monetary 

Policy Statement, the implied path of policy 

rates over the forecast period generated by 

the Quarterly Projection Model (QPM) 

indicates two repo rate cuts of 25 basis points 

in the next two quarters of 2020. The SARB 

Governor highlighted that the MPC will seek 

to look through temporary price shocks and 

focus on second round effects (SARB Monetary 

Policy Statement, 21 May 2020). 

3.0 DOMESTIC ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS       

3.1 GDP Growth 

According to the Central Statistics Office 

(CSO), the economy recorded a technical 

recession in the first quarter of 2020. 

Economic activity, as measured by the 
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Quarterly Gross Domestic Product (QGDP), 

fell by 6.5 per cent on a year-on-year basis 

(seasonally adjusted), in the first quarter of 

2020, from a revised decline of 1.2 per cent 

in the last quarter of 2019. On a quarter-on-

quarter basis, economic activity contracted 

by 5.3 per cent (seasonally adjusted) in the 

first quarter of 2020 from a 0.3 per cent 

increase in the fourth quarter of 2019.  

Figure 9: Quarterly GDP (Seasonally Adjusted), 

Year-on-Year Growth Rates; 2017Q1 to 2020Q1 

Source: Central Statistics Office (CSO) 

The observed slump in overall economic 

activity was largely attributed to poor 

performance in the secondary sector. The 

secondary sector contracted by a significant 

19.3 per cent, year-on-year, in the quarter 

ended March 2020 owing to poor performance 

in the ‘manufacturing’, ‘electricity supply’ 

and ‘construction’ sub-sectors. Within the 

manufacturing sector, notable decreases in 

economic activity were observed in the 

‘manufacturing of beverages’, 

‘manufacturing of textiles and wearing 

apparel’ as well as ‘manufacturing of wood 

and paper products’. Fiscal cash-flow 

challenges continued to weigh negatively on 

implementation of public infrastructural 

projects thereby resulting in constrained 

output in construction activity. Evidently, 

construction activity declined by 29 per cent, 

year-on-year, in the first quarter of 2020 from 

a 21 per cent increase in the fourth quarter 

of 2019.           

The poor performance in the secondary sector 

was slightly counteracted by muted growth in 

the tertiary sector of 0.1 per cent, in the first 

quarter of 2020. Developments in the tertiary 

sector were mixed. On the positive side, 

there was notable growth mainly emanating 

from the ‘financial services’, ‘human health 

and social work activities’, and ‘public 

administration’. On the contrary, there was a 

slowdown in economic activity in tourism 

related activities such as ‘arts, entertainment 

and recreation’, ‘accommodation and food 

service activities’ largely reflecting first 

round effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Other sectors that suffered from weak 

demand were ‘wholesale and retail trade’ 

and ‘professional services’. 

3.2 Selected Quarterly Economic Indicators 

 Electricity Consumption 

Total electricity sales (sourced from the 

Eswatini Electricity Company) decreased by 

8.6 per cent (seasonally adjusted) in the 
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quarter ended June 2020, compared to a 1.2 

per cent increase in the quarter ended March 

2020. The sharp decline in demand for 

electricity reflected that economic activity 

was indeed constrained following the effects 

of a lockdown at the end of March 2020, in 

light of the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic. 

Electricity sales from the ‘commercial’ and 

‘irrigation power and bulk’ categories 

declined during the quarter under review, 

while ‘domestic’ electricity sales slightly 

increased. Electricity consumption by the 

‘commercial’ category fell by 3.7 per cent in 

the second quarter of 2020 following another 

decline of 3.5 per cent in the previous 

quarter. 

Figure 10: Electricity Consumption; 2017Q1 to 
2020Q2 

Source: Eswatini Electricity Company  

The agriculture sector was not spurred as 

electricity demand by the ‘irrigation power 

and bulk’ category, mainly dominated by 

sugar cane farming, dropped by a notable 

20.6 per cent in the quarter ended June 2020 

from a 4.1 per cent increase in the previous 

quarter. These decreases came about 

because the partial lockdown meant that 

businesses were either completely closed or 

operating at low capacity than they would 

have in a normal situation. The decreases in 

consumption occurred despite continuous 

growth in the number of electricity 

customers. Evidently, total electricity 

customers rose by 0.6 per cent to 236,475 in 

the quarter ended June 2020. All customer 

categories recorded marginal growth in the 

number of customers in the period under 

review.  

 Water Consumption 

According to data sourced from the Eswatini 

Water Services Corporation (EWSC), total 

treated water sales indicate a 5.2 per cent 

decline (seasonally adjusted) in the first 

quarter of 2020, compared to a 4.0 per cent 

increase recorded in the previous quarter. 

The lower sales largely resulted from a 

decrease in water consumption volumes by 

the commercial category. Treated water 

sales to commercial customers fell by 6.0 per 

cent in the quarter under review, down from 

an increase of 6.2 per cent in the previous 

quarter.  

The cutback in commercial sales reflect a 

slowdown in economic activity triggered by 

the negative impact of the COVID-19 

outbreak, which has necessitated a 

promulgation of a national partial lockdown 

(effected in March 2020) as a containment 
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measure to combat the spread of the virus. 

This resulted in temporal closures of some 

business entities deemed to be providing 

‘non-essential’ services. On the other hand, 

the demand for treated water at residential 

level remained positive but increased at a 

slower rate of 1.2 per cent in the quarter 

ended March 2020 compared to a 2.0 per cent 

growth in the quarter ended December 2019. 

The total number of treated water 

connections continued on an upward 

trajectory, increasing by 3.2 per cent to 

54,065 in the quarter ended March 2020. 

Residential connections grew by 3.1 per cent, 

whilst commercial connections increased by 

4.8 per cent in the period under review. 

Figure 11: Water Consumption; 2017Q1 to 
2020Q1

Source: Eswatini Water Services Corporation (EWSC) 

 Construction 

According to preliminary figures sourced from 

‘municipalities and town boards’, total 

building plans approved fell to record 136 

units in the quarter ended March 2020 

compared to 176 units during the last quarter 

of 2019. Showing constrained economic 

activity particularly for households, 

residential building plans approved declined 

to 107 units in the first quarter of 2020 from 

127 units in the previous quarter. Similarly, 

building plans from the ‘industrial’ category 

also fell by more than 50 per cent to 12 units 

in the quarter ended March 2020 from 

approximately 36 units in the previous 

quarter. On a positive note, building plans 

approved from the ‘other’ category mainly 

constituting institutional housing amongst 

other buildings remained on an upward trend 

to record 17 units during the period under 

review. However, in value terms, total 

building plans approved rose to E324.6 million 

in the quarter ended March 2020 from E163.2 

million in the previous quarter. 

Figure 12: Building Plans Approved; 2017Q1 to 

2020Q1 

Source: City Councils, Town Councils and Town Boards 
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 Mining and Quarrying 

Coal production increased to record 45,445 metric 

tonnes in the quarter ended December 2019, from 

a low of 21,207 metric tonnes in the quarter 

ended September 2019. The increase in coal 

production mainly benefitted from an 

improvement in coal yields in the period under 

review despite geological conditions remaining 

unfavourable. Quarried stone production, on the 

other hand, declined by 11.1 per cent to record 

79,363 cubic metres in the quarter ended 

December 2019 from a high record of 89,287 cubic 

metres in the previous quarter. While 

construction activity continues to be driven by the 

ongoing public-sector-funded infrastructural 

projects such as the Big-Bend-Lukhula and 

Manzini-Mbadlane roads, there was a modest 

slowdown in the implementation of the projects 

on a quarter-on-quarter basis. However, 

construction activity remained significantly 

higher than it was in the same period the previous 

year. 

Figure 13: Mining and Quarrying; 2017Q1 to 
2019Q4

Source: Mining Department 

 Fuel Imports 

According to figures sourced from the Ministry of 

Natural Resources and Energy, total fuel import 

volumes increased by 17.7 per cent in May 2020 

compared to a 30.4 per cent decline in April 2020. 

Reflecting an improvement in economic activity 

as the economy slightly opens up from the partial 

lockdown, all the different fuel categories 

increased during the period under review. Petrol 

import volumes increased by 9.6 per cent in May 

2020 compared to a 25.9 per cent drop in the 

previous month. Similarly, import volumes for 

‘paraffin’ rose by 41.0 per cent from a 34.5 per 

cent decline, between the two months under 

review. Diesel import volumes, which partially 

track ‘commercial freight activity’, increased by 

24.1 per cent in May 2020 from a 35.1 per cent 

decline in the previous month. 

Figure 14: Fuel Imports; March 2019 to May 

2020 

Source: Ministry of Natural Resources and Energy 

3.3 Monetary Sector Developments 

3.3.1 Gross official Reserves 

Gross official reserves amounted to E6.8 

billion at the end of June 2020, reflecting a 

decline of 6.1 per cent month-on-month but 

an increase of 32.8 per cent over the year. 
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The fall in reserves was on account of 

drawdowns by government for budgetary 

obligations coupled with the purchase of 

Rands by the local banking sector. As a result, 

the level of import cover dropped from 3.1 

months in May 2020 to 2.9 months at the end 

of June 2020.  

Figure 15: Gross Official Reserves & Import 
Cover 

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini 

3.3.2 Credit Extension 

Over the month of May 2020, credit to the 

private sector recovered from four 

consecutive months of declines and recorded 

an increase of 1.4 per cent month-on-month 

but fell by 6.3 per cent compared to the 

previous year to close at E14.2 billion at the 

end of May 2020. The monthly increase in 

private sector credit was observed across all 

its subsectors; credit to other sectors of the 

economy (comprising of local government, 

other financial corporations and parastatals), 

credit to the business sector, as well as credit 

to the household sector.  

Credit extended to other sectors of the 

economy increased by 5.2 per cent over the 

month and reflected a decline of 40.6 per 

cent year-on-year to reach E1.3 billion at the 

end of May 2020. Contributing to the increase 

was credit to other financial corporations, 

which grew by 13.6 per cent, and credit to 

local government, which rose by 1.6 per cent. 

Credit to parastatals, on the other hand, 

recorded a decline of 4.2 per cent over the 

review month. 

Figure 16: Private Sector Credit: Monthly 
Changes

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini and Other Depository 
Corporations 

Credit extended to the businesses sector 

improved by 1.6 per cent month-on-month 

and contracted by 9.5 per cent over the year 

to close at E6.2 billion at the end of May 2020. 
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community, social & personal services (5.9 

per cent) as well as transport & 

communication (4.8 per cent). However, 

there was a decline in credit extended to the 

construction (-3.7 per cent) and agriculture & 

forestry (-2.3 per cent) industries.  

Credit extended to the households and non-

profit institutions serving households (NPISH) 

sector stood at E6.6 billion at the end of May 

2020, 0.4 per cent higher than the previous 

month and 10.3 per cent higher on an annual 

basis. Growth in household credit was driven 

by housing loans, which recorded an increase 

of 1.6 per cent over the month under review. 

Motor vehicle loans and other personal 

(unsecured) loans, on the other hand, 

contracted by 2.4 per cent and 0.3 per cent, 

respectively.    

Figure 17: Household Credit by Product: 
Monthly Changes 

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini and Other Depository 

Corporations 

Revised non-performing loans figures indicate 

worsening status of loans within the banking 

sector. Non-performing loans increased by 0.6 

per cent over the month and by 13.5 per cent 

over the year to reach E827.0 million at the 

end of May 2020. The Non-performing loans 

ratio stood at 7.1 per cent, 0.003 percentage 

point higher than the previous month and 0.9 

percentage points higher over the year.  

 
Figure 18: Non-Performing Loans and Non-
Performing Loans 

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini 
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The expansion in broad money supply was 

observed in both its components; quasi money 

and narrow money supply (M1).  

Quasi money supply grew by 3.2 per cent over 

the month to reach E11.9 billion in May 2020. 

The increase emanated from time deposits, 
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Narrow money supply (M1) grew by 1.4 per 

cent to E6.4 billion as both its components 

expanded. Emalangeni in circulation 

increased by 5.2 per cent while transferable 

(demand) deposits by a marginal 0.9 per cent.  

 

Figure 19: Money Supply: Monthly Changes 

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini and Other Depository 
Corporations 

 

3.4 Public Debt 

3.4.1 Total Public Debt 

Preliminary figures show that Eswatini’s total 

debt stock stood at E23.9 billion as at the end of 

June 2020, an equivalent of 33.4 per cent of GDP. 

This shows an increase of 3.5 per cent when 

compared to E23.1 billion recorded in May 2020. 

Figure 20: Total Public Debt; April 2020 

 

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini 

3.4.2 Public External Debt 

Preliminary figures indicate that public external 

debt stood at E9.4 billion as at the end of June 

2020, an equivalent of 13.1 per cent to GDP. This 

denotes an increase of 3 per cent when compared 

to E9.3 billion recorded in the previous quarter 

ended March 2020. 

3.4.3 Public Domestic Debt 

Outstanding public domestic debt stood at E 

14.6 billion at the end of June 2020, an 

equivalent of 20.3 per cent to GDP. This 

shows an increase of 5.0 per cent from E13.9 

billion recorded in May 2020. The increase is 

due to an additional advance extended to 

government and issuance of suppliers bonds 

amounting to E157 million during the month 

of June 2020. 
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million to government, bringing the total 

advance to its celing of E1.66 billion. For debt 

servicing, the Central Bank will on behalf 

Government issue multiple bonds totalling 

E150 million during the month of July 2020, 

as in the table below.  

Table 1: Summary of Upcoming Bonds Auction  
Type Coupon Amount E’ Maturity Date 

SG040  9.40% 20 31 Jan 2024 

SG041  9.85% 40 31 Jan 2026 

SG035  10.25% 40 29 Jun 2028 

SG047  10.50% 50 31 May 2030 

 
 

3.5 External Sector  

3.5.1 Trade Developments 

In the month of June 2020, the country’s 

merchandise trade balance exhibited 

significant signs of recovery as COVID-19 

restrictions continued to be relaxed. Eswatini 

recorded a trade surplus of E89.2 million, a 

turnaround from the trade deficit of E146.4 

million registered in May 2020. Exports in the 

month grew by a notable 36.0 per cent to 

E2.095 billion, while imports in the same 

period increased by 18.9 per cent to E2.006 

billion reaching pre-COVID-19 levels. The 

regains in trade is reflective of economic 

activity resumption in the country and the 

rest of the world.  

 

Figure 21: Merchandise Trade; January to 
June 2020 

Source: Eswatini Revenue Authority and Central bank of 
Eswatini 

Cumulative trade figures however, still show 

that 2020 is lagging behind relative to 2019 

owing to the current pandemic. Exports to 

date are 7.1 per cent lower at E10.771 billion 

while imports to date are 9.0 per cent below 

the comparable half-year of 2019. The 

cumulative trade balance for the first six 

months of 2020 remained in a surplus of 

E1.055 billion, higher than the surplus of 

E891.6 million recorded in the previous year. 

Export earnings in June rose to E2.095 billion, 

a 36.0 per cent monthly increase however, 

only increasing by 2.7 per cent year-on-year. 

Miscellaneous edibles, one of the county’s 

main exports recorded its first increase of 

21.9 per cent month-on-month to E671.8 

million, the first upswing after two 

consecutive months of decreases. Sugar and 
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sugar confectionary goods, outperformed 

miscellaneous edibles by recording a 70.0 per 

cent month-on-month growth to E849.8 

million largely driving the growth of exports 

for the month. Textile and other apparel 

exports also rebounded by recording a 

monthly 53.5 per cent increase to E239.5 

million, while wood and other wood products 

only increased by 6.0 per cent to E132.3 

million, having normalised in the previous 

month to pre-COVID levels. 

Imports for the month of June grew from 

E1.688 billion to E2.006 billion, however, 

year-on-year were marginally lower by 0.5 

per cent. Energy imports, which include both 

fuel and electricity, increased by 16.9 per 

cent in the month to E279.9 million due to 

higher economic activity post lockdown. 

Pharmaceutical product imports increased 

from E37.3 million to E119.8 million as 

expected given the pandemic; making June 

2020 the highest historic level of 

pharmaceutical imports. ‘Machinery and 

mechanical equipment’ combined with 

‘electric machinery and equipment’ 

amounted to E204.4 million, representing a 

growth of 8.0 per cent month-on-month. Food 

imports in terms of ‘live animal’ and 

‘vegetable product’ imports also increased by 

an average 19.6 per cent to total at E230.4 

million in the month of June. 

 

3.5.2 Exchange Rates Developments 

While emerging markets’ currencies 

(including the Rand) continued to be the 

hardest hit currencies in the face of the 

global pandemic, there was positive outturn 

in the performance of the Rand/Lilangeni 

exchange rate. Hence, since the May 2020 

meeting, the Rand along with the Lilangeni 

strengthened against the major trading 

currencies. When compared against the US 

Dollar, the Lilangeni appreciated from a 

monthly average of E18.58 in April 2020 to 

E17.14 in June 2020. Following the recent 

global wave of easing of the lockdown 

restrictions, which was preceded by large 

emerging market currencies’ sell-off, 

optimism about global economic recovery 

began to mount and shifted investor 

sentiments away from the safe-haven 

markets. During the period, the SARB 

committed to expand on its bond purchase 

programme (BPP) which is intended to buffer 

the bond market against any fiscal negative 

risks related to the pandemic. The 

announcement of the BPP reversed the most 

of the losses and also restored investor 

confidence in the Rand. Against the Euro, the 

domestic unit was also significantly stronger 

at an average of E19.29 compared to the 

previous E20.19 and against the Sterling 

Pound at E21.47, up from the E23.05 in April 

2020. 
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Figure 22: Lilangeni Exchange Rates against 
Selected Major Currencies 

 
Source: Central Bank of Eswatini 
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PART B: INFLATION 

DEVELOPMENTS 

4.1 Methodological Changes 

The Central Statistics Office released its first 

CPI series under a new weighting structure that 

is based on the 2017 Household Income and 

Expenditure Survey (HIES, 2017). The new 

weights are shown in Table 2. The main 

notable changes are ‘Food and non-alcoholic 

beverages’ which declined by 9.1 percentage 

points to 20.15 per cent under the new 

weights; ‘Transport’, which increased by 7 

percentage points to 17.53; ‘Communication’ 

and ‘alcoholic beverages and tobacco’ which 

rose by 4.6 per cent to 7.36 and 5.02 per cent, 

respectively. 

Table 2: New CPI Weights 

Source: Central Statistics Office 

The new weights imply that, for any 

percentage increase in the price of a 

respective consumption category the 

contribution of items that have a reduced 

weight will be lower under new weighting 

structure relative to the old one. For example, 

the contribution  of ‘food and non-alcoholic 

beverages’ would be relatively lower for any 

percentage increase in food prices relative to 

what it would have been under the old 

weighting structure. Conversely, the 

contributions of ‘transport’, ‘communication’ 

and ‘alcoholic beverages and tobacco’ would 

have relatively higher contributions under the 

new weighting structure for any for any 

percentage increase in respective prices. 

4.2 Headline Inflation 

The headline consumer inflation slightly 

moderated to 3.8 per cent in June 2020 

compared to 4.0 per cent in May 2020.  This 

was mainly driven by slower increases in the 

price indices for ‘transport’ and ‘furnishing 

and household equipment’. Transport inflation 

continued on a downward trajectory, declining 

to 1.7 per cent in June 2020 from 2.2 per cent 

in the previous month benefitting from 

relatively lower fuel prices in the period under 

review as well as decreases in prices of spare 

parts and accessories for transport equipment. 

The index for ‘furnishing and household 

equipment’ declined to 1.6 per cent in June 

2020, down from 2.8 per cent in May 2020. This 

was due to a drop in the prices for ‘household 

equipment’ and ‘household textiles’. 

Additional deflationary pressures emanated 

from the price indices for ‘communications’ 

and ‘miscellaneous goods and services’, which 

decreased by 0.2 and 1.1 percentage points, 

respectively.  
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Figure 23: CPI Components; January 2019 to May 

2020 

Source: Central Statistical Office 

On the contrary, there was a modest increase 

in the price index for ‘food and non-alcoholic 

beverages’, ‘alcoholic beverages’ and 

‘clothing and footwear’. Food inflation grew by 

4.6 per cent in June 2020 from 4.3 per cent in 

the previous month, owing to increases in the 

prices for ‘bread and cereals’, ‘sugar’ and 

‘other food products’ in the consumer basket. 

On the other hand, the index for ‘alcoholic 

beverages’ and ‘clothing and footwear’ 

increased by 0.4 of a percentage point to 2.2 

and 1.3 per cent, respectively in the period 

under review. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Core Inflation Analysis; January 2019 
to May 2020 

Source: Central Statistics Office (CSO) 

On month on month rates, consumer inflation 

recorded a deflation of 0.1 per cent in June 

2020, from a 0.1 per cent growth in May 2020. 

Slower increases were observed in the price 

indices for ‘transport’ and ‘furnishing and 

household equipment’, which declined by 0.4 

and 0.9 percentage points, respectively, 

during the period under review. The above 

decreases were counteracted by modest 

increases in the price indices for ‘food and 

non-alcoholic beverages’, ‘health’ and 

‘recreation and culture’. 

4.3 Inflation and Interest Rate Trends in 

Eswatini 

The bank reduced its policy stance in May 2020 

by 50 basis points from 4.5 per cent to 4.0 per 

cent, whilst the SARB cut the repo rate by 50 

basis points to 3.75 per cent in May 2020. 
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Figure 25: Inflation and Discount Rates 

 
Source: Central Statistics Office and Central Bank of Eswatini 

4.4 Inflation Outlook 

In the second quarter, inflation averaged 3.92 

per cent; lower than the 3.99 per cent 

projected in May 2020. The effects of the 

COVID-19 outbreak continue to take centre 

stage in the country’s inflation with upward 

risks outweighing the downward pressures. 

Hence, overall consumer price inflation has 

been revised upwards in the short to medium 

term. Domestically, upward pressures to the 

outlook are expected from the implementation 

of the water tariff increase while the 

suspension of the electricity tariff increase for 

the year is expected to offset the upward 

pressures. The recurrence of COVID-19 

infections threaten to prolong the lockdown 

causing further delays and disruption in the 

supply of goods and services hence exerting 

upward pressure on inflation. Externally, the 

expected rise in Brent crude oil prices adds to 

the upward pressure on the inflation outlook, 

more so on South African’s inflation which has 

effects on domestic inflation. On the other 

hand, while the exchange rate is expected to 

recover in the short-term, the persistent 

increase in COVID-19 cases in South Africa and 

domestically is anticipated to outweigh the 

downward effect of the exchange rate on 

inflation. As a result, inflation in the third 

quarter of 2020 has been revised up to 4.10 per 

cent (from 3.76 per cent) and the fourth 

quarter to 4.20 per cent (from 3.57 per cent). 

Consequently, the annual forecast for 2020 has 

been revised up to 3.77 per cent from 3.54 per 

cent. 

Overall, the medium-term outlook has been 

revised upwards when compared to the May 

forecasts. In the medium term, inflation is 

forecasted to be significantly higher at 4.34 

per cent (from 3.93 per cent) in 2021 and at 

4.06 per cent (from 3.23 per cent) in 2022. The 

upward revision in medium term considers the 

second round effects of the COVID-19 

pandemic, anticipated upward adjustments in 

administered prices and the forecasted 

increase in Brent crude oil prices, which have 

a significant pass through to domestic 

inflation. Even though inflation has been 

revised upwards for 2020, the fan chart points 

towards a steady state of inflation towards the 

end of the year. 

Figure 26: Inflation Outlook 
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